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Background
• Business data are conventionally collected from companies’ administrative accounts (e.g. tax 

records, trade data) and surveys (e.g. Annual Business Survey).

• Administrative account data cannot cover all aspects in the economy and lag behind markets.

• Surveys are expensive to run, and low responses rates can be an issue, especially during crises.

Motivations & research approach
• We aim to gather information on UK business activities from public information sources, using the 

COVID pandemic as a case study. 

• Public information is fast, diverse, and usually in large volumes.

• We collect fortnightly data for approx. 3,500 firms, searching their corporate websites and online 
news sources for text relating to the pandemic

• We use text analysis methods (e.g. topic modelling) to interpret the data.
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Research questions
• Discovery

• How did COVID affect businesses’ operations? 

• Audit

• To what extent can public information provide reliable insights into businesses’ responses to 
COVID (complementing – or substituting for – surveys)? 

• Analysis

• Can such public information be used to explain heterogeneity in firm performance? 

• Coming later in the project…
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Data collection: Sample selection from FAME

• In June 2020, we drew a stratified random sample of 4,135 firms with 51+ 
employees in SIC(2007) Sections A-S

• Larger firms and listed firms over-sampled
• Representative of 61% of private sector employment & 70% of private sector output

• Financial performance data available for later analysis

• Firms without a website (11%) or sharing a website with another firm in the 
sample (4%) were excluded, leaving 3,489 firms
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Data Collection

We collect COVID-related content on these 3,489 firms 
fortnightly from 8th July 2020 – 15th July 2022 (~50 
waves). 

• Company websites – broad coverage of companies but 
potentially selective on issues reported
• HTML content
• Press releases
• IR micro-sites

• Online news outlets (e.g. Guardian, BBC, FT, local 
news) – high-profile companies but all issues of public 
interest

We also conducted a traditional survey of these firms in 
March 2021, with a 9% response rate (n=311) 6



Extracting COVID-related content from the web

• We identify any document (webpage, PDF, news report) containing any one of a set of COVID-
related keywords

• Coronavirus / “corona virus”/corona-virus
• Covid / covid19 / covid-19
• SARS-Cov-2
• Omicron (added 17th Dec 2021)

• We then extract 100 words before and after the COVID keyword -> the corpus of text documents
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Data collected
• 2.1m documents mentioning a COVID keyword

• 1.42m documents from company website

• 0.64m documents from news sources
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Results: How did COVID affect businesses’ operations? 
Topic modelling with LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation)
1. Data pre-processing: tokenization, remove stop words, remove punctuations and symbols, stemming, etc.

2. Model training

3. Interpret topics and examine the distribution of topics

Example topics and keywords 
Topic 7: work, office, employee, home, remote, business, team, new, client, working à Homeworking

Topic 9: financial, audit, statement, report, group, company, auditor, information, annual, director à Financial performance

Topic 15: safety, work, health, employee, ensure, continue, site, measure, business, support à Health and safety

Topic 95: digital, technology, datum, service, solution, cloud, business, system, software, platform à Technology
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Results: How did COVID affect businesses’ operations? 
Distribution of topics over time
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Results: N-gram
1. Identify the top 10,000 commonly-occurring unigrams and bigrams

2. Identify eight categories of business activity that are commonly mentioned

3. Go through the top 1,000 bigrams to compile a list of terms that occur under the above 
eight categories. Examples in the following table.

4. Tag the documents and aggregate to firm-time levels to determine if something has been 
published about the firm in relation to a certain business activity in a certain period.
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Topic Bigrams
Business 
continuity

busi continu; busi oper; continu deliv; continu oper; continu provid; continu
support; continu work; adjust oper; continu improv; remain open

Home-working home work; remot work; return work; work home; work remot; flexibl work; 
hybrid work



Results: N-gram
Frequencies of business activity mentions over time (July 2020 – June 2022)
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Results: Can public information provide reliable insights 
into businesses’ responses to COVID?

Total error framework:

• Coverage errors – are certain types of firm over or under-represented?

• Measurement errors – can we make reliable inferences from textual analysis?
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Coverage
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Measurement

We focus on two topics covered in the n-gram approach, discussed earlier

• Use of homeworking

• Use or adoption of new technology

Challenges:

• Commentary vs reportage

• Web content not informative for knowledge brokers (media companies, professional 
services firms)

• Content vs meaning

• Has done [action]? Is planning to do [action]? Has decided not to do [action]?
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Results: ML

ML approach doesn’t work well due to:

• imbalanced training dataset

• low inter-rater agreement.
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Home-working
Technology & 
technological 
innovation

Percentage of relevant 
ones

0.01 0.01

Cohen's Kappa 0.28 0.05

Notes:	Cohen’s	kappa	is	an	indicator	to	show	inter-rater	agreement.	There	are	no	rules	of	thumb	in	interpretating	the	values.	However,	
in	general,	values <	0	as	indicates	no	agreement	and	0–0.20	as	slight,	0.21–0.40	as	fair,	0.41–0.60	as	moderate,	0.61–0.80	as	substantial,	
and	0.81–1	as	almost	perfect	agreement



Results: Dictionary method
A dictionary development example
1. Basic keywords
{technology, digital}

2. Learning from texts
{new technology, technology transform, technology advance, digit transform, digit innovation, adopt (enterprise resource 
planning, customer relationship management, remote working technology, cloud computing, mobile technology, automated 
machinery, AI, 5G, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, video conferencing, online sale, online marketing) }

3. Adding synonyms

synonyms for AI: {artificial intelligence}; synonyms for adopt: {extend, expand, invest, introduce, launch}

4. Translating into regex terms and refining by manual inspection

{new tech*, tech* transform*, digit* transform*, digit* innovat*, tech* advanc*, $adopt(.*)$spec_tech, 
$spec_tech(.*)$adopt}, where

$ adopt includes {adopt, extend, expand, invest, introduce, launch}
$ spec_tech includes {enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management, remote working technology, cloud 
computing, mobile technology, automated machinery, AI, artificial intelligence, 5G, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, video 
conferencing, online sale, online marketing} 18



Results: Dictionary method
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Results: Dictionary method
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Conclusions
• We find that it is possible to build a dataset that is representative of the population, 

avoiding some of the non-response problems (low N) that might affect a traditional 
survey. 

• The textual data cover a wide range of business experiences, but extracting valid 
measures of businesses’ responses (akin to those obtained from a survey) brings a 
series of challenges

• Commentary vs reportage

• Content vs meaning

• Businesses’ responses are difficult to classify via machine learning algorithms

• Dictionary-based methods are more effective, but performance varies (better for listed firms)

The results are preliminary. Comments and suggestions will be greatly appreciated.
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